
Applications SSR2  (in order received and confirmed as ccNSO associated by 
ICANN) 
Source page: https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received 
  
Boban Krsic 

 Letter of Motivation: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144688/081116.Letter_of_Motivation_Redacted.pdf  

 Resume: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144690/081116.Resume.BKR_Redacted.pdf  

 Statement of Interest: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144691/081116.SoI.BKR_Redacted.pdf  

 
Abdalmonem Galila 

 Letter of Motivation: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/61610840/Abdalmonem-Motivation%20letter.pdf  

 Resume: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144732/Abdalmonem%20Tharwat%20Galila_Resume_Redacted.pdf  

 Statement of Interest: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144734/Abdalmonem%20Tharwat%20Galila_Statement%20of%20Interest_Red
acted.pdf  

 
Žarko Kecić 

 Letter of Motivation: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/62391593/Zarko%20Kecic-Motivation%20letter.pdf  

 Resume: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144859/%C5%BDarko%20Keci%C4%87_CV_Redacted.pdf  

 Statement of Interest: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144860/Zarko%20Kecic-SOI_Redacted.pdf  

 
Alexa Raad 

 Letter of Motivation: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/62391784/Alexa%20Raad%20Letter%20of%20Motivation.pdf  

 Resume: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144933/Alexa%20Raad_CV_Redacted.pdf  

https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144688/081116.Letter_of_Motivation_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144688/081116.Letter_of_Motivation_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144690/081116.Resume.BKR_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144690/081116.Resume.BKR_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144691/081116.SoI.BKR_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144691/081116.SoI.BKR_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/61610840/Abdalmonem-Motivation%20letter.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/61610840/Abdalmonem-Motivation%20letter.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144732/Abdalmonem%20Tharwat%20Galila_Resume_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144732/Abdalmonem%20Tharwat%20Galila_Resume_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144734/Abdalmonem%20Tharwat%20Galila_Statement%20of%20Interest_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144734/Abdalmonem%20Tharwat%20Galila_Statement%20of%20Interest_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144734/Abdalmonem%20Tharwat%20Galila_Statement%20of%20Interest_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/62391593/Zarko%20Kecic-Motivation%20letter.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/62391593/Zarko%20Kecic-Motivation%20letter.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144859/%C5%BDarko%20Keci%C4%87_CV_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144859/%C5%BDarko%20Keci%C4%87_CV_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144860/Zarko%20Kecic-SOI_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144860/Zarko%20Kecic-SOI_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/62391784/Alexa%20Raad%20Letter%20of%20Motivation.pdf
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https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144933/Alexa%20Raad_CV_Redacted.pdf


 Statement of Interest: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63144934/Statement%20of%20Interest%20and%20COI%20Alexa%20Raad_Redact
ed.pdf 

 
Paul Wouters 

 Letter of Motivation: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63145009/Paul%20Wouters-Motivation%20Letter_Redacted.pdf  

 Resume: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63145010/Paul%20Wouters-Resume_Redacted.pdf  

 Statement of Interest: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63145011/Paul%20Wouters-Statements%20Of%20Interest_Redacted.pdf  

 
Alain Aina 

 Letter of Motivation: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63145012/Alain%20Aina_Motivation-Letter-SSR2-
%20Redacted%20Copy_Redacted.pdf  

 Resume: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63145013/Alain-AINA-Resume_Redacted.pdf  

 Statement of Interest: 
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/6161069
3/63145012/Alain%20Aina_Motivation-Letter-SSR2-
%20Redacted%20Copy_Redacted.pdf  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Status of candidacy 
Status of candidates as ccNSO associated is only formally confirmed by candidates ( see 
included email from ICANN staff). 
 
Dear SO/AC Chairs, 
 
I was just informed that my email message the end of November never reached anyone.  I 
apologize as I was having some issues with Outlook and didn’t realize that this message was 
not sent. 
 
I wanted to provide you with an update regarding the results of the November 18th 
message to the SSR2 applicants seeking SO/AC endorsement for the SSR2 Review Team. 

https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63144934/Statement%20of%20Interest%20and%20COI%20Alexa%20Raad_Redacted.pdf
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https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145011/Paul%20Wouters-Statements%20Of%20Interest_Redacted.pdf
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https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145012/Alain%20Aina_Motivation-Letter-SSR2-%20Redacted%20Copy_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145012/Alain%20Aina_Motivation-Letter-SSR2-%20Redacted%20Copy_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145013/Alain-AINA-Resume_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145013/Alain-AINA-Resume_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145012/Alain%20Aina_Motivation-Letter-SSR2-%20Redacted%20Copy_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145012/Alain%20Aina_Motivation-Letter-SSR2-%20Redacted%20Copy_Redacted.pdf
https://community.icann.org/display/SSR/Applications+received?preview=/61610693/63145012/Alain%20Aina_Motivation-Letter-SSR2-%20Redacted%20Copy_Redacted.pdf


 
Given the new process of being nominated by a Supporting Organization or an Advisory 
Committee in order to be considered for selection as a review team member, we offered 
each applicant an opportunity to reconsider whether they wished to select an ICANN 
community constituency group (see https://www.icann.org/community#groups) for 
endorsement.  We also noted that SSAC and RSAC are closed community groups. 
 
Attached is the updated list of SO/ACs that the SSR2 applicants indicated they would like to 
seek endorsement and consideration for selection to the SSR2 Review Team.  This reflects 
the results of the responses that were received to the message that was sent to all 
applicants to have them review and update which SO/AC they indicated they wished to be 
endorsed by. 
 
  
Karen Mulberry 
Multistakeholder Strategy and Strategic Initiatives 
ICANN 
 
 

https://www.icann.org/community#groups

